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NADK is a catalog that gathers and edit the most iconic licenses in
architecture, art, design and industry, to make them available to CCIs*

(videogames, movies, ads, metaverse), enabling them to create
exceptional, moving content rooted in culture.
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*Creative Cutural Industries

ICONIC / EXCLUSIVE / IP READY

LICENCED CATALOG

.io

The first

for virtual worlds



NADK’s OFFERS

INSPIRATION
GALLERY

Access centuries of creativity
preserved in cultural institutions

ORIGINAL
CREATIONS
CATALOG
Iconic and exclusive projects from
the greatest contemporary creators



Thanks to our privileged relationships with
institutions, we empower art & inspirational
content managers with an access, in one place to:

a curation of iconic copyright-free projects
projects not web-visible, indexed and classified
integration rights secured for original media

INSPIRATION GALLERY

Access centuries of creativity
preserved in cultural institutions

Participate in heritage preservation,
20% of profits are donated to cultural institutions



CATALOG
ORIGINAL CREATIONS 

Iconic and exclusive projects from
the greatest contemporary creators

Participate in contemporary creation,
50% goes to the creators

Thanks to our contracts with renowned creators
we give you instant access to:

pre-negotiated IP rights
exclusive and high quality original projects
months of design available
projects that can still be modified



storytelling / intrigue / cachet / aesthetic / culture / history / level design / landmark / never seen before



Brenac & Gonzalez

storytelling / intrigue / cachet / aesthetic / culture / history / level design / landmark / never seen before



80%
architecture, design and industry
projects remain unrealized.

Often the most ambitious projects

Centuries of human creativity
stored in archives, 

most of which aren't even online.
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Wilmotte & Associés

Etienne-Louis Boullée

EXCLUSIVE
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PERFORMANCE
Jean-Michel Wilmotte & Associés

On-shelf creativity,
Projects already designed over several
months by space professionals

Coherent and high-quality spaces,
with strong level design potential,

that can still be modified

Wilmotte & Associés



Elizabeth de portzamparc

SECURITY

The security of
pre-negotiated IP ready licences

Elizabeth de Portzamparc

Save months of negotiation
and avoid the legal risks of
other 3D asset platforms



With today's 
thousands of AI content and
15,000 games releases a year...

DISTINCTIVE

Etienne-Louis Boullée

...creative archives have the power to
differentiate worlds and

root them in culture / history

Bechu & Associés



Elizabeth de portzamparc

INSPIRE

Creative archives 
can enrich 
universe lore...

...and inspire audiences
around the world.

Jean-Michel Wilmotte & Associés

Louis Bonnier



...SPREAD
culture & creativity in

the entertainment and
audiovisual industry to
inspire large audiences

...FINANCE
contemporary creation

and preservation of
creative heritage

(through NADK's supplier
commissions)

...Give a 2nd CHANCE
to unrealized masterpieces
of architecture, design, and

industry in the virtual worlds 

OUR COMMITMENTS
WITH US...



www.nadk.io
contact@reveal-lab.io

.io

And studio


